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Endowed Faculty Chairs

Mamdouha El-Sayed Bobst Visiting Professorship

Faculty of Medicine

Raja N. Khuri Deanship for the Faculty of Medicine: Sayegh, Mohamed
Iskandar & Oлина Haurani Visiting Professorship in Medicine
Azeez and Marie El-Khoury Professorship in Ophtalmology
The Pillar Genomics Institute of Precision Medicine Endowed Chair

Maroun Semaan Faculty of Engineering and Architecture

Mohammed Abdulmohsin Al-Kharafi Chair in Engineering
Al Mu'allim Mohamed Awad Binladin Chair in Architecture in the Islamic World: Damulji, Salma Samar
Dar Al-Handasah (Shair & Partners) Endowed Professorship in MSFEA: El-Fadel, Mutasem
The Qatar Chair for Energy Studies: Ghaddar, Nesreene

Suliman S. Olayan School of Business

Coca-Cola Chair in Marketing
The Abdul Aziz Al-Sagar Chair in Finance: Chahine, Salim
Kamal Shair Chair in Leadership at OSB: Jamali, Dima
Husni Ahmed Sawwaf Chair in Business and Management: Osman, Ibrahim
Sheikh Said Himadeh Distinguished Visiting Professorship

Faculty of Arts and Sciences

Michael Atiyah Chair in Mathematematical Sciences
Alfred H. Howell Chair in History and Archaeology: Yildrim, Onur
Margaret Weyerhaeuser Jewett Chair of Arabic: Baalbaki, Ramzi
Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al-Nahyan Chair of Arab and Islamic Studies: El Sayed, Radwan
Edward W. Said Endowed Chair in American Studies
Mary Fox Whittlesey Visiting Professorship: Hudleson, Joshua
Endowed Faculty Chairs, Academic Centers, Programs, Institutes; Student Scholarships, Hardships; Fellowships; Awards; and Research Funds

The Philip Habib Chair in Political Science and Diplomacy
Philippe Jabre Endowed Professorship in Art History and Curating: Carson, Juli
The Altâf S. Al Sabah Visiting Chair in Women and Societal Development Studies: Abu-Odeh, Lama
Constantine H. and Bonnie Issidorides Chair in Organic Chemistry: Haddadin, Makhlouf.
Jabre-Khawarizmi Endowed Chair in Arabic and Islamic Science: Saliba, George
The Mohammad Atallah Chair for Ethics

Academic Centers, Programs, and Institutes

Abu-Haidar Neurology and Behavioral Science Center
The Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Bin Abdulaziz Alsaud Center for American Studies and Research (CASAR)
Munib and Angela Masri Institute of Energy and Natural Resources
Salim El-Hoss Bioethics and Professionalism Program
Samih Darwazah Center for Innovation Management and Entrepreneurship
The Anis K. Makdisi Program in Literature
Naef K. Basile Institute
The Pillar Genomics Institute of Precision Medicine
Farouk Jabre Center for Arabic and Islamic Science and Philosophy
The Asfari Institute for Civil Society and Citizenship
The Issam Fares Institute for Public Policy and International Affairs
Charles Hostler Student Center
Institute of Financial Economics

Scholarships and Hardship Grants

The scholarships listed below have been made available to needy and deserving students through the generosity of alumni and friends of the university. Many of them represent the income from endowed funds which in some cases are supplemented by an additional grant. A student requesting aid does not apply to a particular fund but is considered for all awards administered by the university for which the student is qualified.

150 for 150 Endowed Scholarship
A. Sayour-Greek Orthodox Scholarship
A.G. Massabki Scholarship
A.M. Rabbat Endowed Scholarship
Abdallah Youssef Lahoud Endowed Scholarship
Abdel Rahman Tabbara Scholarship
Abdul Aziz Al-Bahar Scholarship
Abdul Ghani and Hanan Kibbi Scholarship
Abdul Ghani and Inayat Hammour Endowed Scholarship
Abdul Halim Jabre Memorial Scholarship
Abdul Mohsen Al-Qattan Endowed Scholarship
Abdul Rahman Al Azem Scholarship
Abdullah Osseiran Memorial Endowed Scholarship
AbdulMalik and Daed Al-Hamar Scholarship
AbdulMalik Yousuf Al-Hamar Memorial Scholarship
Abdulrahman Mohamad Al Bahar Scholarship
ACTS Scholarship
Adham El Khalil Scholarship
Adib Bassatne Scholarship for Medical Students
Adib Kouteili Scholarship
Adnan and Samia Dandan Scholarship
ADS Scholarship
Agnes Varis Endowed Scholarship
Ahmad Abdul Jabbar Endowed Scholarship Fund
Ahmad Abu Ghazaleh Scholarship
Ahmad and Shirine El Khatib Endowed Scholarship
Ahmad S. El-Khalidy Endowed Scholarship
Ahmad S. Zaabri Endowed Scholarship
Ahmad Shamsuddin Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Al Reem Marble Scholarship
Al-Anoud Afif Al-Mahmassani Scholarship
Alarab Education Foundation Scholarship
Alfardan Excellence Sponsorship Scholarship
Ali Abdullah Jammal Memorial Scholarship
Ali Ghandour Endowed Scholarship
Ali Ghandour Scholarships
Ali Nesr Educational Program (ANEPI) Fund
ALMA Scholarship for Medical Students
Alsaad General Contracting Endowed Scholarship
Alumni Class Reunion Endowed Scholarship
Alya A. Al-Katami Scholarship
Amal and Farouk K. Jabre Endowed Scholarship Fund
Andre Antoine Merab Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Angela Jurdak Khoury Endowed Scholarship
Anis A. Bibi Memorial Scholarship Fund
Anis B. and Mima Malouf Endowed Scholarship
Anis Mouasher Memorial Scholarship
Anthony Bing Scholarship
Anthony E. Mansour Endowed Scholarship
Antoine Saad Hamra Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund
Applied Medical Scholarship
Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development Scholarship for Syrian Students
Arabia Insurance Nabih Faris Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Archak and Maroun Senekjian Scholarship Fund
AREC ’78 and Friends Endowed Scholarship Fund
AREC ‘80 Endowed Scholarship
Areen Projects Scholarship Fund
ATFL Scholarship in the name of Joseph J. Jacobs
AUB Alumni Association of North America
AUB Alumni at NPCC Abu Dhabi Scholarship
AUB Alumni Club of Jordan Scholarship Fund
AUB Alumni Development Scholarship
AUB Alumni Student Scholarship
AUB Faculty and Staff Scholarship Fund
AUB Fine and Performing Arts Endowed Fund
AUB Scholarship Fundraising Committee Endowed Scholarship Fund
AUB UNRWA-EU Scholarship
Avicenna Scholarship
Ayman Taji Farouki Scholarship Fund
Azeez and Saleemeh Shaheen Scholarship Fund
Aziz Stephan Scholarship
Aznive Etinoff Memorial Scholarship
Bank Audi Scholarship
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Barakat-Sawabini Endowed Scholarship Fund
Bashar Hassan Khayat Memorial Endowed Scholarship
BFL Group Scholarship
Bliss Memorial Scholarship
BLOM Bank Scholarship for Business Students
Boecker Scholarship
Boodai Endowed Scholarship Fund
Burhan Beidas and Oussama Aboughazale Scholarship
C.R. Whittlesey Memorial Scholarship
C.V. Starr Endowed Scholarship Fund
Chalhoub Group Scholarship
Charles Hagopian Endowed Scholarship
Charles J. Hinkaty Scholarship
Chinayah Hostler Endowed Scholarship
Clapp-Constance Endowed Scholarship
Cleartag-Mirum Endowed Scholarship
Computer Science Alumni Chapter Endowed Scholarship
Constantine Zurayk Endowed Scholarship
Dani Amal Azzi Scholarship
Daniel and Emily Oliver Endowed Scholarship
Daniel Bliss Scholarship
Dar Al Wafaa Scholarship
David A. Fuleihan Endowed Scholarship
David S. Dodge Arabic Fund
David S. Dodge Endowed Scholarship
Dean Robert Najemy Endowed Scholarship
Dima Healthcare SAL Scholarship
Diraar Y. Alghanim Scholarship Fund
Donald C. Platten Memorial Fund
Doris Dodge Endowed Scholarship
Dorothy H. Rogers Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Douma Ladies Charitable Society Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Adnan and Mrs. Vesta Dajani Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Afif and Mrs. Zamzam Abdulwahab Scholarship
Dr. Albert Kuran Dubai Alumni Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Fadlo Raji Abu-Haydar Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Fady and Mrs. Roula Dallool Sharara Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Farahe Maloof Medical Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Farouk S. Idriss Medical Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Fuad and Alice Trabulsi Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Gebran and Mrs. Salma Farah Endowed Scholarship Fund
Dr. Georges Fakhoury Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Hamed Alajlan Graduate Student Fund
Dr. Harry G. Dorman Scholarship
Dr. Jamil Karsh Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Jean Moadie Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Dr. John I. Mirhij Scholarship
Dr. Joseph Yammine Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Mansour J. and Patricia C. Naime Scholarship
Dr. Marwan Mneimneh Scholarship
Dr. Maurice H. Bisharat Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Michael A. Shadid Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Mohammad Chatah Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Muhammad Hijazi and Mrs. Nuha Mikdashi Endowed Scholarship
Endowed Faculty Chairs, Academic Centers, Programs, Institutes; Student Scholarships, Hardships; Fellowships; Awards; and Research Funds

- Dr. Naji Sahyoun Memorial Endowed Scholarship
- Dr. Osama Elansari Endowed Scholarship
- Dr. Randa Antoun Endowed Scholarship
- Dr. Salim Musalli Pasha Scholarship
- Dr. Sami Kabbani Endowed Scholarship
- Dr. Samia J. Khoury and Dr. Mohamed H. Sayegh Endowed Scholarship
- Dr. Samuel White Endowed Scholarship
- Dr. Shahrokh Mokhtari Memorial Endowed Scholarship
- Dr. William Carslaw Memorial Scholarship
- Dr. Yakub Inati Scholarship
- Dr. Yusuf K. Hitti Endowed Scholarship
- Drs. Abdulkarim and Daoud Sulaiman Kassir Memorial Endowed Scholarship
- Druze Foundation for Social Welfare Scholarship Fund
- E. Maxine Bruhns Endowed Scholarship
- Eileen Page Medical Endowed Scholarship
- Eissa A. Bateh and Brothers Foundation Scholarship
- El Khalil Foundation Scholarship
- Elia M. Elia Family Graduate Business Scholarships at OSB/AUB
- Elias A. Husni Endowed Scholarship
- Elias and Nada Doumet Scholarship
- Elias and Shirine Matta Endowed Scholarship
- Elias Aractingi Scholarship
- Elie Kai Scholarship Fund
- Elie Khouri Endowed Scholarship
- Elsa and Stanley Kerr Scholarship
- EMBA Graduating Class Handoff Scholarship
- Emile and Helen Chartouni Endowed Scholarship
- Enno and Hildegard Ercklentz Endowed Scholarship
- Faculty of Medicine Education Hardship Fund
- Fadil and Nijmeh Khalil Matta Endowed Scholarship
- Fadwa Nassif Taleb Endowed Scholarship
- FAFS 50th Anniversary Graduate Student Endowed Fund
- FAFS Dean's Hardship Fund
- Faisal AlMutawa Endowed Scholarship
- Farid I. Haurani Endowed Scholarship
- Farid Sa'd Graduate Endowed Scholarship in Science-Technology
- Faris S. Malouf Memorial Endowed Scholarship
- Farouk and Amal Jabre Endowed Scholarship
- Farouk W. Agha Scholarship
- FAS General Scholarship
- Fatimah Abu-Ghazaleh Scholarship
- Fawwaz Ulaby and Jean Cunningham Endowed Scholarship
- Fingerprints Endowed Scholarship Fund
- Fouad and Hilda Omeis Scholarship
- Fouad G. Khouri Scholarship Fund
- Francis Asbury Palmer Scholarship Fund
- Francois and Jill S Hamze Endowed Scholarship
- Frank H. Teagle Jr. Memorial Endowed Scholarship
- Fuad Es-Said Scholarship
- Fuad Muhsin Afnan Memorial Fund
- Fuad Nahkleh Endowed Scholarship
- Garbis Gary-Mardig Chekerdjian Scholarship
- Gaza Endowed Scholarship
- General Scholarship Fund

Graduate Catalogue 2019–20
General Wissam Al Hassan Endowed Scholarship in Computer and Communication Engineering
George and Alexandra Fattouh Endowed Scholarship
George F. Faris Memorial Scholarship
George Issa Hazbun Memorial Scholarship
George K. Farah Endowed Scholarship
George Salibi Scholarship
Ghassan Al-Mahasini Scholarship
Ghassan and Manal Saab Endowed Scholarship
Ghassan Jdeed Scholarship Fund
Gladys Brooks Endowed Scholarship
Goguikian Foundation Scholarship
Gordon H. Ward Scholarship
Graduate Regional Scholarships-Ford Foundation Match
H. Morton Esty Endowed Scholarship
H.H. Mar Ignatius Zakka Iwas Endowed Scholarship
Habib B. Yared Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Hamoud and Jamal Makarem Scholarship Fund
Hani Qaddumi Foundation Scholarship
Hanna Bisharat Endowed Scholarship
Hanna Said Choufji Scholarship
Harold B. Hoskins Endowed Scholarship
Harry G. Dorman, Jr. and Virginia Whitney Dorman Memorial Scholarship
Hassan Hussein – Eastern Province Endowed Scholarship
Hassan Mohamed Halaby Endowed Scholarship
Hassan Smadi Endowed Scholarship
Hazar - AUB Development Scholarship
Hazel Reed Baumeister Trust Endowed Scholarship
Hazimeh S. Rasi Scholarship Fund
Helene Hanna Ayoub Endowed Scholarship
HH Shaikh Khaled Bin Hamad Al-Thani Endowed Scholarship
HH Sheikh Dr. Sultan Bin Mohamed Al Qasimi Endowed Scholarship
HH Sheikh Dr. Sultan Bin Mohamed Al Qasimi Endowed Scholarship for FAFS
HH Sheikh Dr. Sultan Bin Mohamed Al Qasimi Endowed Scholarship for FHS
Howard W. Page Endowed Scholarship
HRH Prince Talal Ben Abdel Aziz Endowed Scholarship
Husni Ahmad Sawwaf Endowed Scholarship
Hussein and Leila Ammar Scholarship
Hussein Oueini Memorial Graduate Fund
Hussein Oueini Memorial Scholarship
Husson Halabi Yassir Foundation Scholarship
Ibrahim Saba Saliba Scholarship
Imad Taher Endowed Scholarship
Intermedic (Jean Farah & Co.) Sal Scholarship
Isam and Awatef Soufan Scholarship Fund
Isam M.A. Bdeir Scholarship
Issam and Najat Saliba Scholarship
Issam and Noujoud Helou Scholarship
J.J. Arakelyan Endowed Scholarship
Jabir Shibli Endowed Scholarship
Jacques A. Nasser Endowed Scholarship
Jalal and Gabrielle Saad Scholarship
Jamile Dagher Jureidini Endowed Scholarship
JH Syrian Students Scholarship
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Job Fair Committee Endowed Scholarship
John Michael Fawaz Scholarship
John Miskoff Endowed Scholarship
John Naim Hanna Dagher Scholarship
Joseph Asmar Endowed Scholarship
Joseph Daher Scholarship
Julia Dodge Rea Scholarship
Julia Ziadeh Endowed Scholarship
Kamal and Nuha Hemady Endowed Scholarship
Kamal El Tayara Scholarship
Kamel Abdelrahman Endowed Scholarship
Kamel Dajani Memorial Scholarship
Karagulla Endowed Scholarship
Karim Habre Endowed Scholarship
Karim Karagulla Scholarship
Karim W. and Dora Nasser Endowed Scholarship
Kasim O. Ardati and Najah R. Zayyani Endowed Scholarship
KFJ Scholarship
Khadijah Sabahat Kahhalet Takieddine Endowed Scholarship
Khaled and Mona Miqdadi Scholarship Fund
Khaled El-Yashruti Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Khalil and Adele Haddad Endowed Scholarship
Khalil Barrage Undergraduate Scholarship
Khalil Bsheer Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Khalil Tabet Memorial Endowed Fund
Khushroo N. J. Patel Memorial Endowed Scholarship
LD Scholarship
Lebanese International Finance Executives (LIFE) Scholarship Award
Lina Naaman Azhari Endowed Scholarship
LNI - AUB Endowed Graduate Scholarship
Louise L. Massabki Fellowship-Scholarship
Magida El-Roumi Endowed Scholarship
Maha Kaddoura Scholarship
Maher Abu Ghazaleh Scholarship
Mahmoud Abbas Foundation Scholarship
Mahmoud Dalal Endowed Scholarship
Majid al Shamisi Scholarship
Makram Ghassan Tweini Endowed Scholarship
Malak Tamim Sahli Scholarship
Malcolm H. Kerr Memorial Scholarship
Malooof Family Endowed Scholarship Fund
Mamdouha El-Sayed Bobst Endowed Scholarship
Mamdouha El-Sayed Bobst Scholarship Fund
Mamdouha El-Sayed Bobst Scholarship-Current
Margaret and Joseph Nader Endowed Scholarship
Margit Bliss Orange Scholarship
Maria Aziz Scholarship
Maria Shaar Sukkar Scholarship
Marie El-Khoury Scholarship in Fine Arts
Marwan and Lynne Muasher Endowed Scholarship Fund
Marwan Hayek Scholarship
Mary and Archie S. Crawford Scholarship
Mary Bajada Memorial Scholarship for Women
Marzouk Jassim Al Marzouk Scholarship
Endowed Faculty Chairs, Academic Centers, Programs, Institutes; Student Scholarships, Hardships; Fellowships; Awards; and Research Funds

Matiel Mogannam Endowed Scholarship
Maysoon Akrawi Dowling Scholarship
Mazen Dajani Scholarship
Medical Alumni Endowed Scholarship
Michael N. Malouf Endowed Scholarship
Michel Alexandre Namour Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Michel Rais Endowed Scholarship
Michel Salim Nasser Scholarship
Midis Group Scholarship Fund
Mikati Foundation Scholarship
Mohamad Ali Zameli and Dina Tabbara Endowed Scholarship
Mohamad S. Dimashkieh Endowed Scholarship
Mohammad Hassan El-Chaar Memorial Scholarship
Mona Afif Nsouli Endowed Scholarship
Mona Hraoui Scholarship in Public Health
Monzer Hourani Scholarship
Monzer Wehbe Scholarship Fund
Morris Janowitz Endowed Scholarship
Mounir R. Sa’adah Endowed Scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. Mustafa Jundi Scholarship Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Nafez Jundi Endowed Scholarship
Mr. Nicholas Abumrad Scholarship Fund
Mrs. Annie and Dr. Munir Nasr Endowed Scholarship
Mrs. Daniel Bliss Endowed Scholarship
Mrs. Ibtissam Akkad Elansari Endowed Scholarship
MSFEA Class of 1964 Endowed Scholarship
MSFEA Class of 1966 Endowed Scholarship
Muneeef Assaf Farah Endowed Scholarship
Munir Baalbaki Memorial Scholarship
Murex Endowed Scholarship Fund
Murex Scholarship Fund
Musa and Amal Freiji Endowed Scholarship
Mu'taz and Rada Sawwaf Scholarship
Nabil Zuhair Haddad Scholarship
Nada Debs Endowed Scholarship
Nadim Kassar Scholarship
Najeeb N. Meshaka Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Naji and Hiba Kassir Scholarship
Najib Ibrahim Salha Scholarship
Nancy Maysara Sukkar Scholarship
Nariman Aboughazale Scholarship
Nasser Jalal Bitar Scholarship
Nasser Saidi Scholarship
Nazih and May Taleb Endowed Scholarship
Near East Scholarship Fund
Nerces and Diana Dermenjian Endowed Scholarship
Nicola Ziadeh Endowed Scholarship Fund
Nizam Shammas Scholarship
Noura Hatem Juffali Endowed Scholarship
Odette Atalla Scholarship
OSB International Student Scholarship
Osmane Aidi Scholarship Fund
Oussama Aboughazale Scholarship
Outdoor Festival Student Hardship Endowed Award
Palestinian Cultural Club Scholarship Fund
Palestinian Students' Fund - Scholarship
Pauline Nadim Makdisi Memorial Scholarship
Petrofac Fund for Engineers
Philip and Mary G. Hitti Endowed Scholarship
Philippe Jabre FHS Graduate Student Fund
Philippe Jabre Scholarship
Pilgrim Endowed Scholarship
President's Fund for Exceptional Scholars
Professor Khalil Malouf Memorial Scholarship Fund
Professor Maan Z. Madina Endowed Scholarship
Professor Nabil and Mrs. Huda Dajani Endowed Scholarship
R. Bayly Winder Endowed Scholarship
Rada and Maymouna Sawwaf Scholarship
Raffy Manoukian Scholarships
Rafic Gazzazouli Scholarship
Rafic Hariri Endowed Scholarship for Nursing Students
Rafic Hariri School of Nursing General Scholarship
Raja Tannous Endowed Scholarship
Raja Trad–Dubai Alumni Endowed Scholarship
Raji and Fawzieh Sinno Scholarship in Agriculture
Ramsey U. Sheikh Scholarship
Ramzi F. Daouk Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Ramzi Kteily Scholarship
Ramzi Mohamad Safadi Endowed Scholarship in FAS
Ramzi Mohamad Safadi Scholarship in FHS
Ramzi Raad Advertising Scholarship
Randa El-Sayed and Naseem Haffar Fingerprints Endowed Scholarship
Ray R. Irani Endowed Scholarship
Riad and Hassana Sadik Endowed Scholarship
Riad Mneimneh Scholarship
Rida Irani Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Rima Aiko and Maya Farah Makhoul Financial Aid Fund
Robert and Myrle Linnell Endowed Scholarship
Roosevelt and Georgette Fattouh Endowed Scholarship Fund
Roots Group Scholarship
RSC Scholarship
Ruhi K. Hindawi Endowed Scholarship for Medical Students
RYMCO Scholarship Fund
S. M. Minassian Endowed Scholarship
Saadat Hasan Endowed Scholarship
Sabra Purtill Endowed Scholarship
Sadie B. Latouf Endowed Scholarship
Said Khalaf Scholarship
Salem Suleiman Al-Othman Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Salwa Es-Said Endowed Scholarship
Samer and Hiba Al-Rayyes Scholarship
Sami Maurice Atallah Scholarship
Sami Mubarak Endowed Scholarship
Sami Sidawi Scholarship
Samia Ghobril Endowed Scholarship
Samia Taji Farouki Arts and Sciences Merit Scholarship
Samih Alami Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Samir Ahmad Zaabri Scholarship
Samir and Malak Abdulhadi Scholarship
Samira Fadli Scholarship Fund
Samuel B. and Grace H. Kirkwood Scholarship
Sarah Al-Turki Endowed Scholarship
Sarah and Rafic Kaaki Endowed Scholarship
Saudi Binladin Group Scholarship
Selma Shaheen Nursing Scholarship
Serene Dajani Memorial Scholarship Fund
Shafic Melhem Shabshab Endowed Scholarship
Shafik and Mary Tumeh Endowed Scholarship
Shaheen Brothers Endowed Scholarship
Shawki Gholmieh Endowed Scholarship Fund
Sidani Scholarship Fund
Sleyman and Sofia Trabulsi Endowed Scholarship
SPARK - CEC Scholarship
SSG - AUB Scholarships
Stella B. Kern Endowed Scholarship
Stephen A. Miller Endowed Scholarship
Strategy& Endowed Scholarship
Sudan Students Endowed Scholarship
Suhayl Assaf Farah Endowed Scholarship
Sulayman Salim Alamuddin Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Suliman S. Olayan Endowed Scholarship
Sumaya Aboughazale Scholarship
Syria Resilience Fund
Syrian Students Hardship Fund
Syrian Students Scholarship Fund
Taaqwon Scholarship
Talal Nasreddin Scholarship
Teddy and Diana Abdo Endowed Scholarship Fund
Teddy D. Abdo Scholarship
Terry and Pierre Aboukhater Endowed Scholarship
Teta Endowed Scholarship
The Advancement of Women in Engineering Scholarship
The Aisha Al Mana Endowment for Women in Nursing and the Health Sciences
The Alexis and Anne-Marie Habib Foundation Scholarship
The Ameen and Sophia Taft, and Nelly Antoun Endowed Scholarship
The Armenian Catholicosate of Cilicia Scholarship Fund
The Armenian Students Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Asfari Scholarship
The Brummana High School Cultural Society Endowed Scholarship
The Cleveland H. Dodge Foundation Endowed Scholarship
The Cleveland H. Dodge Foundation Scholarship - Current
The Dorothy Fahs-Beck Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Family of Khaireddine El Jisr Endowed Scholarship
The Fuleihan Family Endowed Financial Aid Fund
The Hajj Abdul-Rahman Jamil Hammoud Scholarship
The Herter Endowed Scholarship
The Houda Idriss Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund
The IC Alumni Association - AUB Scholarship
The Khayreddine and Adel Abdul-Wahab Endowed Scholarship
The Makassed - AUB Scholarships
The Maximilian E. and Marion O. Hoffman Endowed Scholarships
The Maximilian E. and Marion O. Hoffman Foundation, Inc. Endowed Scholarship for Medical Students
The Medicine Class of 1982 Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Nada Suheil Muasher Endowed Scholarship Fund
The Nemr and Helene Chamoun Scholarship
The Peggy Smith Scholarship
The Peter Hanna Malak Scholarship
The Ramez Mikdashi Endowed Scholarship
The Samira Fadli Hardship Fund
The Spark of Hope Foundation Scholarship
The State of Qatar Endowed Scholarship
The Suad Husseinei Juffali Endowed Scholarship
The Taufik Pacha Moufarrige Scholarship Award
The Wellspring Learning Community Endowed Scholarship
Transmed Scholarships
ULYP - Nafez Mustafa Jundi Scholarship
ULYP Scholarship
UNRWA-AUB Scholarship
USFC Endowed Fund
USFC Endowed Hardship Fund
Violette Haddad Kteily Memorial Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Abu Dhabi Chapter Endowed Nursing Scholarship
WAAAUB - Abu Dhabi Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Abu Dhabi Chapter Endowed Scholarship for FAFS
WAAAUB - Abu Dhabi Chapter Endowed Scholarship for FHS
WAAAUB - Abu Dhabi Chapter Endowed Scholarship for Undergraduate-FHS
WAAAUB - Abu Dhabi Chapter Medical Sciences Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Abu Dhabi Chapter Scholarship
WAAAUB - Atlanta Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Dubai and Northern Emirates Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Dubai and Northern Emirates Chapter Scholarship
WAAAUB - Eastern Province Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Engineering and Architecture Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Greece Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Houston Chapter Scholarship
WAAAUB - Jeddah Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Kuwait Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Mount Lebanon Branch Scholarship
WAAAUB - New England Chapter Endowed Scholarship Fund
WAAAUB - New York Tristate Area Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Oman Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB – OSB Chapter Hardship Fund
WAAAUB - Ottawa Chapter Scholarship
WAAAUB - Philadelphia Alumni Chapter Cookbook Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Qatar Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Riyadh Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Riyadh Chapter Endowed Scholarship for FHS
WAAAUB - Southern California Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Swiss Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - Syria Chapter Endowed Scholarship
WAAAUB - UK Limited Endowed Scholarship
Wa‘el Nohad Chehab Endowed Scholarship for Business
Wael Shtayyeh Scholarship
Wahida Fansa Scholarship
Endowed Faculty Chairs, Academic Centers, Programs, Institutes; Student Scholarships, Hardships; Fellowships; Awards; and Research Funds

Walid and Nada Abushakra Endowed Scholarship
Walid Joumblatt Scholarship
Welfare Association Scholarship
William and Aida Haddad Endowed Scholarship for Engineering
William and Huda Zoghbi Endowed Scholarship for Medical Students
William J. Gosser Fund
William Mitri Endowed Scholarship
Women in Design Scholarship
Women’s Auxiliary Nursing Scholarship
Women’s League Scholarship
Yervant Jidejian Memorial Scholarship
Yumna Hoss Sukkar Scholarship
Yusef Abu Khadra Endowed Scholarship
Yusuf and Najat Zarour–Dubai Alumni Endowed Scholarship
Yusuf Mansour Scholarship
Zahir Fansa Scholarship
Zahra Bissat Endowed Scholarship Fund
Ziad and Ruan Elkhalil Scholarship
Ziad Beydoun Endowed Memorial Scholarship
Zohrab A. Kaprielian Endowed Scholarship
Zouheir Chafic Daouk Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Zoya Rais Endowed Scholarship

Fellowships

Anonymous Pierre Amin Gemayyel Endowed Doctoral Fellowship in MSFEA
John Waterbury Endowed Fellowship Fund
Louise L. Massabki Fellowship-Scholarship
Mohamad Makhzoumi Endowed Fellowship Fund
Nayel Al Harith Endowed Fellowship
Zakhem Endowed Fellowship
Maroun Semaan Foundation Endowed PhD Fellowship
Marwan Chedid Endowed Fellowship
MSFEA PHD Endowed Fellowship Fund

University Prizes and Awards

Abdul Hadi Debs Endowment Award for Academic Excellence: Three awards not exceeding $1,000 each to graduating students, preferably at the graduate level, in the Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, and the Maroun Semaan Faculty of Engineering and Architecture are offered. They are awarded to candidates who have an outstanding academic record and have demonstrated their research capabilities through a paper, project, or thesis deemed by the faculty to be worthy of publication.

Penrose Award: Non-cash honorary award made to the outstanding graduate of each faculty on the basis of scholarship, character, leadership, and contribution to university life.

Farid Saab Student Athlete Award: Up to $5,000 are awarded to a full-time student who has been a varsity athlete for at least one year, has maintained an average of at least 77 and has been a member of an athletic team that is one of the top two ranked teams in the national league in the previous year. Awardee should be expected to have earned regional and international awards and/or medals and will embody the very highest standards of sportsmanship and leadership.
Distinguished Student-Athlete Endowed Award: Awarded on equal basis to both female and male athletes who have excelled in sports, top two winners of local or regional championships (Average 77 or above).

Salwa Siniora Baasiri Exceptional Volunteer of the Year Endowed Award: $1000 to one undergraduate student who meets the following criteria as evaluated by AUB's Director of CCECS: Maintains a high academic standing, volunteers in innovative areas leading to a positive impact, dedicates a substantial number of volunteer hours, demonstrates traits of reliability, integrity, commitment, and teamwork, demonstrates commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.

The Brummana High School Cultural Society Excellence Award: Awarded to the top graduate student who is a Brummana High School alumnus with a high average.

WAAAUB - Abu Dhabi Chapter Student Endowed Award: $1,000 per student with the highest GPA, who graduated from a high school in Abu Dhabi.

Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences

Dean Edgecombe Memorial Prize: $500 awarded to the outstanding student in third year agriculture.

The Joana Haidar Award: Annual award of $500 is offered to a deserving AREC student having a cumulative average of 75 and above. The student should be environmentally aware and interested in agricultural practices and development.

Kashadurian Award: Awarded to a deserving student who was at AREC and has shown outstanding performance in farm skills and practices, and an appreciation for farm life at AREC.

Dean Thomas M. Sutherland Prizes: It is awarded annually at graduation to outstanding Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences graduates. For undergraduate excellence, $500 offered to the recipient of the Penrose Award for the year. For graduate excellence, $1,000 offered to the MS graduate with the thesis judged best overall for design, research, presentation, and contribution to its field.

Dean Nuhad Daghir FAFS Graduate Student Award: $1,000 to the graduating student with a Master’s degree in the Animal Science or Poultry Science major at the Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences who succeeded to accumulate the highest average over his/her graduate studies at AUB.

Dr. Musa Najib Nimah Endowed Award for Academic Excellence: $1,000 to an undergraduate student who has the highest cumulative GPA.

Nehme Moujaess Student Award in Landscape Architecture: $1,000 to final year Landscape Architecture students whose final year project is selected by the department as the most deserving.

Faculty of Arts and Sciences

Murad al-Akl Awards: Competition organized by the Department of English for the best essay, speech, or debate on the subject of “How I Can Serve My Fellow Man”.

Abdallah Lahoud Foundation Endowed Award: $1,000 awarded to an undergraduate student with the highest average in history or archeology.

Shehadeh Abboud Memorial Excellence Award in English Language: $1,000 awarded to a graduating senior student majoring in English with the highest average in the major English courses during her/his undergraduate studies.
HE Ghassan Al-Rashash Excellence Award in Political Studies: A prize of $500 will be awarded to a graduating student with the highest average in the graduate program in Political Studies.

Sheikh Fawzi Azar Memorial Prize: $200 are awarded to student(s) in SBS with a commendable paper or study submitted to the department. Annual balance will be used for the purchase of educational materials and subscription to scientific journals.

The Educators’ Endowed Award in Education: $1,000 awarded to one or two outstanding students in the Education Department in acknowledgment of their achievement. These students should have shown innovation, performed community service and had an average of 75 or above.

Dr. Fuad Said Haddad award in Education: $1,000 awarded to the graduate MA student in Education with the best thesis as selected by the Education department of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.

Makhlouf Haddadin Award for the Outstanding Chemistry Undergraduate Student: $500 awarded at the end of each academic year to a graduating senior chemistry student who has demonstrated research capabilities through a paper or project and has an excellent academic record.

Makhlouf Haddadin Award for Outstanding Chemistry Graduate Student: $500 awarded at the end of each academic year to a graduating MS chemistry student with outstanding research and academic records.

Dr. Philip K. Hitti Prize: Awarded to the senior student in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences who, in the judgment of the president of the university, the dean of the faculty, and the chairman of the department concerned, exemplifies in her/his academic career the scholarly spirit of AUB at its best.

Nicholas Jabre Prize: Awarded on the basis of academic excellence.

Mrs. Jinan Majzoub Excellence Award in English Literature: A prize of $500 will be awarded to a graduating student with the highest average in the graduate program in English Literature.

The Muhanna Foundation in Mathematics Award of Excellence: $1,000 awarded annually to the most outstanding senior Lebanese student in the Department of Mathematics.

Amal Saidi Memorial Prize: $500 awarded to a graduating senior excelling in the subject of anthropology or sociology.

Majida Sanioura Memorial Prize in Humanities: $1,000 awarded to a top graduate senior in arts and humanities at the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.

Suad Sabbagh Sanioura Memorial Prize: $1,000 awarded to a graduating majoring in economics, in a very good academic standing.

M&C Saatchi MENA Award: Awarded to one or more graduating students in the Media Studies Program, Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Media Studies, with the highest academic achievements.

Lebanon Renaissance Foundation Award: Awarded to one or more graduating students in political studies, economics, social and behavioral sciences, public administration or history with the highest academic achievements.

William Van Dyck Endowed Award in Biology: Awarded to the graduating senior student with the highest average.
Dr. Randa Antoun Annual Award for Public Service and Civic Engagement: Awarded to an outstanding senior student in PSPA.

Fuad I. Khuri Award: Awarded to an outstanding Lebanese student graduating with a master’s degree in Anthropology. If in a given year no graduate student in Anthropology was identified to meet the stated criteria, the award will be given to a graduate student majoring in Middle Eastern Studies.

Mark Sawaya Endowed Award: $1,000 awarded to the graduating senior student in Computer Science with the highest average.

Nadim Khalaf Endowed Award: $1,000 awarded to the graduating senior student in Economics with the highest average.

Remy Rebeiz Award in Economics: $1,000 awarded to a student in her/his senior year (24-36 credits away from graduation).

Dr. Basil Fuleihan Excellence Award in Economics: $1,000 awarded to the graduating student with a BA degree in Economics who succeeded to accumulate the highest average over his/her period of study.

Dr. Mohammad Chatah Excellence Award in Political Studies: $1,000 awarded to the graduating student with a BA degree in Political Studies who succeeded to accumulate the highest average over his/her period of study.

Jack and Hoda Afram Manok Endowed Award: Up to $1,000 awarded to a graduating student in Education with the highest academic achievements.

Kamel Mrowa Award in Media Studies: $1,000 awarded to a graduating student with a Master’s degree in Media Studies who demonstrates outstanding academic achievement (above 90 average) and successfully completes his/her end-of-year project or thesis with a topic revolving around the past, present or future of Journalism.

Usama al-Khalidi Endowed Award: $1,000 awarded to an outstanding senior student majoring in Biology who has demonstrated academic excellence as well as a commitment to community service and/or passion of arts.

Hussein Oueini Memorial Awards: $4,000 divided equally between a graduating senior student in PSPA with the highest average and the best thesis written during the same academic year, as recommended by the department and dean.

Ibrahim and Loulu Durr Endowed MRVP Award: Two awards of $1,000 each given annually to two students (one male, one female) enrolled in MRVP who have demonstrated outstanding medical research capabilities, based on the MRVP committee evaluation. Special consideration will be given to students who have shown outstanding research capabilities in the biochemistry field.

President Elias Hraoui Endowed Student Award in Economics: $1,000 awarded to an outstanding graduate economics student accepted in a PhD program and $1,000 awarded for outstanding leadership and scholastic work by an undergraduate student in the economic Student Society.

Selma Mirshak and Mohsen Slim Endowed Student Award: $1,000 awarded to a graduate student majoring in sociology who has conducted best field work research.

Antoun Saadeh Cultural Foundation Best Student Essay Endowed Award: Awarded to the outstanding student essay on social reform in the Arab World Dr. Assaad Khairallah Endowed Award in Social Sciences: $1,000 to an undergraduate student pursuing a Sociology/Anthropology major or a graduate student in Sociology who submits the best paper in Arabic during his/her period of study.
Hana Jabsheh Endowed Award: $1,000 to an undergraduate student majoring in the department of Fine Arts and Arts History, with the highest GPA.

Professor Mohamed Harajli Excellence Award in Humanities: Awarded to the top student in humanities.

Professor Ramzi Mounir Baalbaki Excellence Award in Arabic: to the top graduating with an undergraduate degree in Arabic or to a top graduating student with a master’s degree in Arabic.

Samir Makdissi Award in Economics: $1,000 to a graduate student in economics who completes his/her project/thesis during the academic year with high level scholarship.

Salim Ali Salam Endowed Award: $1,000 awarded to a graduate student with the best graduate thesis in Ottoman or Arab studies in the fields of History, Political Studies, and Middle Eastern Studies.

Maroun Semaan Faculty of Engineering and Architecture

Dr. Assaad Khairallah Endowed Award in Social Sciences: $1,000 awarded for an undergraduate student in Sociology, Anthropology or a graduate student in Sociology.

Computer Science Graduate Award: awarded to a Master’s student in Computer Science with excellent research, academic, and services records.

Computer Science Undergraduate Award: awarded to a non-graduating Computer Science student who has an outstanding academic record and is very active in the Computer Science department and the Computer Science Society activities.

Farouk W. Agha Excellence Award: $1,000 awarded to a graduating student with a BE degree in Mechanical or Civil Engineering who accumulated the highest average during her/his period of study at AUB.

Fawzi W. Azar Award: $15,000 awarded annually toward the tuition of one or more fifth-year student(s) in the architecture program of the Maroun Semaan Faculty of Engineering and Architecture based on a project they present in their fourth year that is deemed best by a special jury.

Dean's Award for Creative Achievement: Awarded to a student in each of the main programs of the Maroun Semaan Faculty of Engineering and Architecture (architecture, graphic design, civil engineering, computer and communications engineering, electrical engineering, and mechanical engineering) who has demonstrated outstanding creativity in her/his approach to academic work.

The Distinguished Graduate Award: Awarded to a graduating student in each of the undergraduate engineering programs of the Maroun Semaan Faculty of Engineering and Architecture (civil engineering, computer and communications engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering) in recognition of outstanding academic achievement, character, and contribution to the faculty throughout her/his tenure in the faculty.

The Charli S. Korban Awards: $1,500 awarded annually to an outstanding undergraduate student and an outstanding graduate student, both majoring in the field of electrical engineering.

Youssef M. Salam Civil Engineering Excellence Award: $1,000 awarded to a graduating student with a BE degree in Civil Engineering who accumulated the highest average during her/his period of study at AUB.
George R. Rais Endowed Architecture Awards: They are awarded to three students in their third year of studies pursuing a degree in Architecture. Selection is based on best project as determined by the Administrative Committee of the Department of Architecture. The first prize is $8,000, the second prize is $5,000, and the third prize is $3,000.

The Holcim Endowed Award in MSFEA: An annual award for the best project at the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering.

Hayat Salam Liebich Travel Award in Islamic Architecture: $2,000 awarded to a student in his fourth, fifth year or a graduate student of Architecture, to enable research in Islamic architecture as a travel grant.

Nicolas and Faride Moujaes Student Award in Engineering: $1,000 awarded to graduating student/students who presented the most innovative final year project.

Mohamad Ali Safieddine Endowed Award for Academic Excellence: $1,000 awarded to a graduating student who is receiving financial assistance and has a high academic record, in addition to demonstrating good character as per his/her professors.

Faculty of Health Sciences

Kiram Sanioura Memorial Prize in Environmental Health: A certificate and a prize of $1000 will be awarded to the graduating student completing his/her undergraduate studies with the highest GPA in the BS in Environmental Health program at the Faculty of Health Sciences.

Abdelbasset Ahmad Sanioura Memorial Prize in Health Professions: A certificate and a prize of $1000 will be awarded to the graduating student completing his/her undergraduate studies with the highest GPA in one of the disciplines of Health Professions at the Faculty of Health Sciences: Medical Audiology Sciences, Medical Imaging Sciences, or Medical Laboratory Sciences.

Graduate Academic Achievement Award: It is a non-cash honorary award in recognition of excellence in academic performance that is awarded to a student in the MPH program and a student in the MS programs.

MLS Graduate Award: It is a non-cash honorary award in recognition of excellence in Medical Laboratory skills with good academic performance that is awarded to a senior student in the Medical Laboratory Sciences program.

Distinguished Graduate Award for Community Service: It is a non-cash honorary award in recognition of excellence in community service with good academic performance that is awarded to a senior FHS student.

The Dr. Musa Najib Nimah Endowed Award for Public Health Leadership: 1000$ awarded to a graduating student at the graduate level from the Faculty of Health Sciences who exhibits the “spirit” of public health and demonstrates excellent leadership skills and social involvement.
Faculty of Medicine

Mrs. Robert J. Lewis Memorial Award: For the best paper written on neuroscience during each year.

Franklin Thomas Moore — Ethel Jessup Memorial Prize: Established by the children and friends of Dr. and Mrs. Franklin T. Moore; awarded to the senior medical student who has shown the highest proficiency in obstetrics and gynecology or, lacking such, in any department, and in the student’s personal life a dedication to humanity, a zeal for truth, and a belief in God.

Dr. Munib Shahid Award: Given annually to the fourth year medical student demonstrating the best performance in internal medicine and a mature character.

Nimr Tuqan Memorial Prize in Pathology: It is in memory of the late Dr. Nimr Tuqan and is to be awarded to the student of Medicine II who excels in her/his work in the Department of Pathology.

Rafic Hariri School of Nursing

Anoi Hamoud Makarem Nursing Award: $1,000 awarded to Nursing students from Ain Wa Zein, Lebanon.

Janet Jeries Haddadin Nursing Award: $1,000 to an undergraduate student with the highest GPA.

Suliman S. Olayan School of Business

Dr. Emile Ghattas Memorial Award: A cash prize of $1,000 awarded to the best graduating student in the Bachelor of Business Administration program.

Aida Sanioura Memorial Prize in Business: $1,000 awarded to a top graduate senior from the Suliman S. Olayan School of Business.

Ali Abdelbasset Sanioura Memorial Prize: $1,000 awarded to a senior graduating student studying Business Administration, in good academic standing with team spirit commitment.

Fenicia Bank Excellence Award in Finance: $2,500 awarded to a graduating business student, with a BBA degree-finance concentration, having the highest average and on financial aid.

Fenicia Bank Leadership Award in Finance: $2,500 awarded to a Lebanese business student, in her/his last year of BBA study, pursuing a finance concentration, with an excellent academic record, demonstrated leadership qualities, and on financial aid.

Fenicia Bank Excellence Award in Accounting: An award granted to a BBA student with an exceptional academic merit, and excellence of character in Accounting concentration.

Quantum Communications Award in Business: Awarded to one or more graduating students in Business with the highest academic achievements.

Dr. Imad B. Baalbaki Award in Marketing: Up to $1,000 awarded to a graduating student in Business with emphasis in Marketing with the highest academic achievements.

MBA Obegi Citizenship Award: $1,500 awarded in recognition of exemplar tenure at OSB through integrity, perseverance, and academic achievements.
MBA Obegi Leadership Award: $1,000 awarded in recognition of leadership, academic merit, and dedication to school life.

Mohamad Ali Safieddine Endowed Award for Entrepreneurship: $1,000 awarded to a graduating student who is receiving financial assistance and who demonstrates a strong potential or path towards entrepreneurship and business ownership.

Research Funds

The Joseph and Ilham Cicippio Endowed Research Fund at FAFS
Dar Al-Handasah (Shair & Partners) Endowed Fund for Research in Engineering
Farouk K. Jabre Fund for Biomedical Research
Salim A. Salam Endowment Fund
Maroun Semaan Research Fund for Graduate Students
Mikati Endowed Research Fund for Corporate Social Responsibility
FAS Endowed Research Fund
Khaled Y. Daouk Research Fund
The Hani Salaam Research Fund (CAMES)
Geo-Engineering Research Fund
Karim and Soraya El Cheikh FAS Endowed Research Fund
A. Karim and Soraya El Cheikh FAS Endowed Research Fund